IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOMMELIER SERVICE AND ITS ROLE IN THE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE IN THE RESTAURANT INDUSTRY OF UKRAINE

1. Introduction

Consumption of wine in Ukraine has always been traditional, although most experts say that the culture of wine consumption in Ukraine is still undeveloped compared with the countries of Western Europe. While wine is becoming increasingly popular and consumers are more knowledgeable, the work of a sommelier continues to play an important role in certain better drinks available to meet the needs of customers. Given this issue, it is necessary to understand that the value and role of the work of sommeliers is very relevant. But nowadays there are no studies on the connection between the work of a sommelier and the financial results of the restaurant.

2. The object of research and its technological audit

The object of research is the introduction of sommelier services in restaurants of Ukraine. In practice, sommelier services in restaurants in Ukraine are rare in comparison with Western European countries. The problem lies in the lack of understanding of the positive impact of the introduction of sommelier services on the financial activities of restaurant establishments. There are also no studies on the identification of factors influencing the activities of sommeliers on restaurant income. Therefore, the work is aimed at identifying the reasons for the lack of sommelier services in restaurants in Ukraine, as well as at identifying prospects for sommeliers to work in restaurants.

3. The aim and objectives of research

The aim of research is studying the features of the sommelier as a professional wine seller. To achieve this aim it is necessary to perform the following objectives:

1. To conduct a study of the problems of developing a culture of wine consumption at a sommelier consultation.
2. To identify the reasons explaining the lack of sommelier services in the restaurant business.
3. To identify the factors influencing the activities of the sommelier on the income of the restaurant.

4. Research of existing solutions of the problem

Reflecting on the significance of sommeliers, the question arises whether this is actually necessary for the restaurant...
business. In [1], it is investigated that about half of the restaurants listed in the list of guilty viewers of the Gold Medal Winners chose the service of a sommelier or a special wine steward in their business. But in the author’s work there are no studies regarding the features of the sommelier. For restaurants, the sale of wines is an important part of the revenue and can significantly increase profits. This is stated by the authors of the research [2, 3]. However, how employees, namely sommeliers, can bring more profit is not specified. In addition, as the sale of wines has a significant contribution to the income of the restaurant, and staff training in the characteristics of wine tasting can be considered as a good investment for the restaurant. This is stated by the authors of [4, 5]. However, the question remains how to conduct training of wine tasting specialists. The economic problems of the wine industry are studied in studies [6, 7]. But there is no consideration of the economic problems of the wine industry in the context of the development of the restaurant industry.

Works [8, 9] are devoted to studies of the socio-economic and organizational problems of the development of public catering services in Ukraine. In these works, structural transformations of the catering system that occurred in the post-privatization period, features of the services of catering enterprises and their activities are investigated. However, they do not sufficiently reflect the current trends in the types of restaurant facilities and the prospects for their further development. And also the problems of the development of wine consumption culture are not considered at the consultation of a sommelier. The author of the work [10] emphasizes the importance of sommelier services in our time for the restaurant business. However, in this work there are no studies to identify deficiencies in the introduction of sommelier services. Thus, the results of the analysis allow to conclude that the necessary studies on the impact of sommelier services specifically on the financial performance of the restaurant have not been studied. Also, there are no necessary studies aimed at identifying the reasons for the lack of sommelier services in restaurants in Ukraine, as well as at identifying the prospects for work of sommeliers for restaurants in Ukraine.

5. Methods of research

In the research process, the following methods were used:
- monographic – when highlighted best practices in the development of the wine industry;
- abstract-logical – for theoretical generalizations of the research results, when generalizing and forming conclusions;
- statistical-economic – in determining the obstacles to the introduction of the profession of sommelier in Ukrainian restaurants.

6. Research results

In modern conditions, the role of services is constantly increasing. The number of subjects, employees in the service sector, the volume of products sold is constantly increasing. The concept of «service» includes a significant number of diverse activities. One of the types of services to consumers is the services of objects of restaurant economy [5]. Services that provide restaurants have common (like other types of services) and specific features. The current market of catering services is characterized by increased competition. For a more efficient operation, the owners of restaurants should make efforts to retain existing and win new customers. For this it is necessary to:
- introduce modern new forms and methods of management;
- produce new dishes and improve their quality;
- improve the quality of customer service;
- use modern equipment;
- respond quickly and flexibly to changing consumer needs, taking into account the specificity of the services of these particular objects, in order to become and remain unique.

There is a special group of restaurants where profits from the sale of alcoholic beverages are significant, and these are gastronomic restaurants. Gastronomic restaurants are restaurants that offer various dishes with a complex recipe in combination with fine alcoholic beverages [6]. The main concept of such restaurants is high cuisine and direct alcoholic beverages, offered by an individual recommendation of a sommelier. There are many definitions of the term «sommelier». Sommelier is a French word, which has no analogues in either English or Ukrainian, and therefore requires clarification. According to the definition proposed in [7], a sommelier is «the person responsible for serving drinks in a restaurant, who gives advice on choosing wines and drinks, who serves them or who watches their serving to the client until the moment it leaves restaurant.»

A sommelier is the person responsible for serving drinks in a restaurant; it knows exactly which dishes with which drinks are best combined [8].

According to the authors of this work, today a sommelier is an expert with the skills of wine tasting, knowledge of its production, variety, storage, serving and combination with other beverages and dishes.

Sommelier is the image of the restaurant. The restaurant sommelier is the keeper of the wine cellar, the responsible specialist for the selection of wine for visitors. One of many important factors, in each country the duties of a sommelier are very different. For example, in Ukraine, in addition to serving guests of a restaurant, a sommelier periodically monitors suppliers of alcoholic beverages, thereby performing the functions of an administrator and in certain cases knows cash operations.

The profession of a sommelier is constantly at the stage of its development, and its direct connection with winemaking is gradually broken, expanding. Therefore, in many countries of the world the so-called tea, cheese, coffee sommeliers are appeared (Table 1).

Let’s consider the functions of the sommelier. Its duties include:
- drawing up the restaurant’s wine list and maintaining in accordance with it the stock of wines in the restaurant;
- take care of the wine cellar (or other place to store wine stocks);
- purchase of wine from suppliers or participation in the discussion of the order of the party;
- study of the market of wines and other alcoholic beverages;
- choice of suppliers (the main criterion – the ratio of price and quality of wine);
- proposals for the choice of wine to guests and competent serving it to the table.
However, the main task of the sommelier profession is preparation of a wine list, wine tasting and recommendations on the choice of drinks for guests of the restaurant. The tasks of the sommelier include not only knowledge of the types of beverages, characteristics, year, but also the ability to combine them with each other and with various dishes. There are features of the sommelier:

- a psychologist (guess the mood of their clients, sometimes even determine their social status and origin);
- work in extreme conditions (in order to offer drinks to ordered dishes, sommeliers usually have 2–3 minutes);
- mandatory completion of specialized courses of sommelier (know the technology of wine production, the versatility of grape varieties, the best years of its harvest, as well as the climatic conditions and geographical location of the vineyards themselves);
- should have a pleasant appearance, well-formulated speech, a sense of tact;
- have a perfect olfactory and taste memory;
- have the qualities of communication and honesty;
- have a good intuition;
- clearly assess the solvency of the guest and be able to offer the best of each price category;
- it is important to guess the passions of the guest and build a harmonious picture of the dinner, where the aperitif, accompaniment and digestif emphasize and complement each other.

In Ukraine, professional sommeliers are relatively few. Therefore, the profession of sommelier is considered to be in demand in the restaurant business. In the working moments in the Ukrainian sommelier has its own nuances. The obstacles to the introduction of the profession of sommelier in Ukrainian restaurants are analyzed:

- in Ukraine this profession is quite new, nowadays it is still at the stage of its formation;
- representatives of the profession in the majority of young people who are characterized by youthful maximalism, as well as self-confidence, which some employers consider a disadvantage. This prevents young professionals from continuing to learn and critically evaluate their professional knowledge in this area;
- not all Ukrainian visitors of restaurants serving gastronomic cuisine imagine the peculiarity of the sommelier profession;
- not all employers at the proper level assess workers in this area;
- Ukrainian specialists do not always have wine given enough freedom of action and, over time, their responsibilities are usually narrower than those of their foreign counterparts.

In the course of this research, the author analyzed how the role of sommeliers is perceived in modern conditions and how the quality of service provided to sommeliers influences the financial performance of a restaurant. Currently, the sommelier helps guests during the entire service, giving advice not only on the use of wine. It needs enough knowledge to combine drinks with dishes from the menu. The function of a sommelier can also be considered as a link between winemakers and consumers. It transmits information and history first, and ultimately sells wine. In carrying out this task, it can acquaint the guest with new winemakers.

A sommelier is also responsible for managing the wine cellar, checking stocks and ensuring the proper storage of food [2]. Wine is a delicate drink and if mistreated, it can disappear, leading to financial losses for the owner.

A number of advantages of introducing the services of sommeliers are revealed. A sommelier can increase the efficiency of working in a restaurant by creating a regular customer base, establish an auxiliary network with winemakers, and ultimately increase revenue. Introducing the latest methods and optimizing processes, it has a positive impact on the efficiency of the restaurant. A sommelier as a qualified employee can assist other colleagues in the restaurant, combine the duties of a sommelier with subsequent administrative and representative obligations, thus compensating for the problem with the number of staff. A sommelier is able to form a reputation for the restaurant, as the team leader as the first contact person, should respond in the event of complaints or complaints. It should have sufficient knowledge and social skills to solve such problems with the guests. Regardless of whether it is a financial or advertising factor, sommeliers increase profits on the account, reducing costs and increasing sales of wine. Untrained staff is simply not able to sell and advertise wine well enough. Therefore, a sommelier has the skills and experience to perform its duties well and therefore is able to generate higher incomes for the business.

Despite the positive aspects of introducing the work of a sommelier to a restaurant, there are low arguments against the use of sommelier services. The identified factors are divided into two zones: financial and productivity factors. Sommelier as an expert and human resource is a cost...
factor, especially for small restaurants. Sommeliers can also have a negative impact on the business due to their poor performance. Choosing the right person is the most important task of the restaurant owner. If the sommelier does not have sufficient knowledge and experience to perform tasks related to storage, acquisitions and sales, then the service of the sommelier will not be profitable. Sommeliers can be intrusive, advise guests, not paying attention to their wishes and expectations. It is also always visible if a sommelier works too profit-oriented and recommends the most expensive wines, which will lead to the loss of customers. The use of sommelier services can be bad if it buys too large amounts and without any control. This can lead to large stocks that are difficult to sell and thus turn into financial losses for the owner. If there is no control in the purchase it can lead to a financial catastrophe. Therefore, economical thinking should always be a priority.

7. SWOT analysis of research results

Strengths. The research results allow to point out such strengths for the introduction of the sommelier service, such as:

- development of innovations in the restaurant business, which allows the use of the latest equipment for sommelier services;
- modern high quality drinks;
- a wide range of foreign wines;
- opportunity to cooperate with EU countries in the supply of drinks in restaurants.

Weaknesses. The weak points for the introduction of the sommelier service are:

- image of the work of a sommelier is insufficiently formed;
- consumer ignorance of the culture of consumption of beverages;
- undeveloped marketing system.

Opportunities. The introduction of sommelier services provides such opportunities as:

- increase in sales, hence an increase in profits;
- gaining popularity of consumer culture;
- expanding the range of beverages in restaurants;
- opening of schools and scientific branches of the sommelier specialty.

Threats. Threats faced by a restaurant establishment when introducing a sommelier service:

- economic instability;
- increase in the number of competitors;
- uneconomical thinking sommelier;
- weak investment in the wine industry.

8. Conclusions

1. When studying the problems of developing a culture of wine consumption at a consultation with a sommelier, it is found that the culture of wine consumption among Ukrainians lags significantly behind that of Europe. The lack of development of a culture of wine consumption in Ukraine is mainly influenced by the following factors:

- myth is fixed that Ukraine is an Eastern country, which is characterized by the consumption of strong alcoholic beverages, such as vodka;
- underdevelopment of its own resource base;
- high cost of the final product due to the lack of own wine materials;
- high energy costs due to the lack of energy-saving technologies.

2. Upon detection of the reasons explaining the lack of sommelier services in the restaurant business, low arguments against the use of sommelier services were revealed, namely:

- financial factor and productivity factor;
- obsession of some sommeliers;
- uneconomical thinking.

3. Among the factors influencing the activity of a sommelier on the income of a restaurant, it is found that by creating a base of regular customers, a sommelier establishes a supporting network with winemakers, and ultimately increases incomes. Introducing the latest methods and optimizing processes, the sommelier is able to form a reputation for the restaurant, thereby contributing to an increase in the financial results of the restaurant.

The role of sommeliers has changed in recent decades. Its duties area is significantly reduced. Sommelier services can increase the number of winemakers and guests, reduce operating costs, and increase business efficiency and revenue generation.
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